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ST. PETER’S CATHOLIC FIRST
SCHOOL (ACADEMY)

Weekly Prayer

🏆 House point totals 🏆

St. Andrew’s
St. David’s
St. George’s

108
191
177

St. Patrick’s
136
St. David’s
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Celebration Awards
Class

Catholic Schools Pupil Profile Certificate

Captain Resilience
Award

Piper for trying and not
giving up when learning
about halving.
Ellie has shown that she is eloquent for using the
Tamara
Oyin for knowing when
Bees
word ‘massive’ to describe the ‘The Very Hungry
to listen and helping
Caterpillar’.
others to listen when
sorting different
minibeasts.
Joey
has
shown
that
he
is
faith
filled
by
thinking
Arlo
Phoebe
for working hard
Dragonflies
carefully about his ‘I wonder’ questions in RE.
on place value in Maths
and never giving up.
George
has
shown
that
he
is
wise
by
Theo
Freddie for always
Grasshoppers
demonstrating his knowledge of place value when
completing his work
comparing numbers greater than and less than.
with enthusiasm and
never being afraid to
ask for help.
Amelia
Kya for trying and never
Hedgehogs Abbie has shown that she is eloquent by writing a
fabulous story called ‘The Revolting Sandwich’.
giving up when learning
her times tables.
Isabella has shown that she is intentional by
Faith
Ava for having a ‘can do’
Squirrels
trying hard to consistently write in a cursive style.
attitude and being proud
of all that she achieves.
Florence has shown that she is active by working
Taylor-Jaymes Jack for trying hard and
Badgers
hard to spot equivalent fractions this week.
Pen Licencenever giving up when
Taylor Jaymes,
making his origami
Ada-Rose &
Father’s Day card.
Maria
Mikaa’il
has
shown
that
he
is
active
by
creating
a
Giorgia
Emily for trying hard and
Foxes
detailed Father’s day card with pride.
Pen Licencenever giving up when
Isla & Alex
she finds equivalent
fractions tricky.

Butterflies

Owls

Mia has shown that she is learned for writing a
super re-tell of ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’.

Handwriting
Award

Kaycee has shown that she is active by trying hard
in any task she is set.

Woodpeckers Jamie has shown that he is active by working hard
at all the activities in the mini-Olympics session.
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Leonidas

Conor

Molly for trying hard and
never giving up.

Seb
Tommy for never being
Pen-Licence
afraid to ask for help
Vincent, Beau, when completing some
Jacob & Isaac tricky work in History.
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